
How To Use 

Heavenly Massage Bullet Vibrator: Prior to use, unscrew the top of the bullet in an anticlockwise 
direction to reveal a small paper disc. Remove the paper disc and screw the top back on. Press the 
button to start the vibrations. Begin each playtime by coating the toy with a splash of water-based 
lubricant to boost glide. Clean after use with a specialist sex toy cleaner and leave to dry until next time. 
Remove batteries if you're not going to use your bullet vibrator for a few days.  

Blindfold: Put the soft blindfold over your (or your lover's) eyes. To get used to the feeling of having 
your eyes covered, try wearing the blindfold for the first time while your partner gives you a massage.  

A Perfect O Love Ring: Slip it on him to assist erections that may lead to longer lovemaking sessions, 
stronger climaxes and unparalleled carnal fulfilment.  

Hard Limits Wrist Restraints: The adjustable restraint straps can be tied to virtually anything, including 
chairs and doors. The wrist cuffs keep you or your partner firmly in place for bedroom bondage games. 
Join the straps together using the metal ring clip. Place the webbing underneath your mattress, chair or 
desired item of furniture and adjust the straps to the correct length. Attach the cuffs to each strap using 
the clips and fasten them to your partner's  

Nothing but Sensation Nipple Stimulators: Pleasing silicone teasers conceal your nipples while 
simultaneously boosting blood flow, swelling nipple size and amplifying sensation. Help enhance arousal 
levels as you squeeze and release the soft suckers over your nipples, tailoring the level of compression 
to discover your ideal intensity.  

Flogger: Begin by running the flogger along your partner's skin to familiarize them with the feeling. Once 
you both feel comfortable, use it to gently tickle and tease their flesh before flicking the fronds against 
their skin. Build up the force slightly, focusing your attention on fleshy parts of the body. Remind your 
partner to be vocal about how it feels and adjust your strokes accordingly.  

Carnal Bliss Pleasure Beads: Graduated in size, the beads slowly amplify arousal during insertion, while 
the ring-pull base prevents travel and allows for swift removal at the point of climax. Before use, coat 
the trio with a splash of water-based lubricant for intensely enjoyable insertion.  

Feather Tickler: Lightly run the feather tickler over your partner's body, focusing on their erogenous 
zones in particular. Take turns using the tickler on each other and experimenting with different strokes.  

Again and Again Adjustable Love Ring: Again and Again uses a lasso and toggle hold to offer complete 
customization in use, and sizing to fit most men. Ideal for couples, the sleek silicone toy can help delay 
and strengthen climax for prolonged and leisurely lovemaking with an intensified finish.  

Foreplay Dice: Roll the dice to reveal a seductive action to be performed. Land on the logo and it's the 
roller's choice.  

The Pinch Nipple Clamps: To use, place the broad silicone tips over your nipples, opening the clamps by 
sliding the metal ring down towards the pretty beads. The further you slide the ring up towards the 
silicone tips, the more intense the sensation. -Beginners should start with a light pressure. After 
experimenting with different intensities, work your way slowly to a tighter pinch using the sliding ring to 
increase the grip.  

Tighten and Tense Jiggle Balls: Discover a new realm of sensuality with Tighten and Tense, a pair of 
weighted jiggle balls linked by a sleek silicone casing. Benefit from increased sensation in play. Free-



roaming internal balls stimulate the wearer for discreet but powerful arousal, while a secure retrieval 
cord ensures safety. Coat the toy's full length with a splash of water-based lubricant, then insert each 
ball individually to begin. Clean after use with a specialist sex toy cleaner and leave to dry until next 
time.  

Vibrating Finger Ring: Prior to use, remove the bullet from the finger ring and unscrew the top in an 
anticlockwise direction to reveal a small paper disc. Remove the paper disc and screw the top back on. 
Fit the bullet back into the finger ring and press the button to start the vibrations. Smooth the exterior 
with a spot of water-based lubricant before play for added glide. Clean after use with a specialist sex toy 
cleaner and leave to dry until next time. Remove batteries if you're not going to use your finger 
massager for a few days.  

Paddle: Begin using the paddle on your own skin to familiarize yourself with the feeling. Once you feel 
comfortable holding the paddle, try using it gently on your partner's buttocks and thighs, building up the 
force slowly.  

Secret Weapon Vibrating Couples' Ring: Prior to use, remove the bullet from the ring and unscrew the 
top in an anticlockwise direction to reveal a small paper disc. Remove the paper disc and screw the top 
back on. Fit the bullet back into the ring and press the button to start the vibrations. Use with a splash of 
water-based lubricant to take enjoyment to the next level. Clean after use with a specialist sex toy 
cleaner and leave to dry until next time. Remove the batteries if you're not going to use your love ring 
for a few days.  

Hard Limits Ankle Restraints: The adjustable restraint straps can be tied to virtually anything, including 
chairs and doors. The ankle cuffs keep you or your partner firmly in place for bedroom bondage games. 
Join the straps together using the metal ring clip. Place the webbing underneath your mattress, chair or 
desired item of furniture and adjust the straps to the correct length. Attach the cuffs to each strap using 
the clips and fasten them to your partner's ankles for secure restraint. Set boundaries before you begin. 
Have a safe word that means 'Stop!'  

Sweet Tease Nipple Stimulators: Experience the intense arousal of simultaneous nipple stimulation with 
Sweet Tease, a pair of single-speed vibrating stimulators created for hands-free nipple provocation. 
Adjustable for tailored intensity, this reusable set will fit most size and is ideal for men or women 
looking to heighten physical response. Prior to use, remove the bullets from the stimulators and 
unscrew the tops in an anticlockwise direction to reveal a small paper disc in each. Remove the paper 
discs and screw the tops back on. Fit the bullets back into the stimulators and press the buttons to start 
the vibrations.  

Still Baby Still Bondage Tape: Bondage tape is a sensual alternative to rope that you can use to tie your 
lover up in a variety of positions. Self-adhesive and reusable, the Still, Baby, Still bondage tape is a 
perfect starting point for bedroom bondage and can be used to create restraints such a cuffs, collars, 
and harnesses. Comfortable enough to wear for long periods of time, create your own Ana and Christian 
restraint play, with over 100 meters of length to explore per roll. Set boundaries before you begin so 
you both know what you're comfortable with. Have a safe word that means 'Stop!'  

Driven by Desire Pleasure Plug: Perfect for most people, the bowed shaft offers firm pressure during 
use, while the flared T-bar base massages the perineum and keeps the plug in place. Ensure sumptuous 
sensation by coating your plug with a splash of water-based anal lubricant prior to play. Clean after use 
with a specialist sex toy cleaner and leave to dry until next time.  



Adrenaline Spikes Pin Wheel: Grip the handle of the metal pinwheel as you would a dinner knife and 
test out the sensation of the pins against your skin by running it gently over your forearm, 
experimenting with different levels of pressure to understand what feels comfortable for you. Hand the 
pinwheel over to your partner, communicating what feels good as they roll the 22 pins over various 
parts of your body. Start by rolling the wheel against less sensitive spots such as forearms, before 
progressing to more sensitive areas when you and your partner feel ready. If you're using your pinwheel 
with a partner, agree on a safe word together before you start to play. Your safe word can be anything, 
but you should both know that it means 'Stop!'  

Bondage Rope: Make sure your partner is comfortable and ask them to manipulate their body as you tie 
them up to get the best grip on their limbs. Do not tighten! You want to restrain your partner but not 
cut off blood circulation.  

Just Sensation Clitoral Clamp: Apply a little lube to your clitoris. Slide the clamp (from the top) over your 
inner labia to sit over your clitoral hood and behind your clitoris. The further you slide the clamp, the 
tighter the grip. Experiment with what feels comfortable. It may take a bit of playing around to get the 
position right. The metal beads hang freely from the bottom of the clamp to provide gentle tickles of 
your labia with every movement. To remove, gently slide the clamp back towards the top to release the 
pressure. Clean after use with sex toy cleaner and leave to dry until next time. Use with water-based 
lubricant only for maximum enjoyment. If you're using your clitoral clamp with a partner, agree on a 
safe word together before you start to play. Your safe word can be anything, but you should both know 
that it means 'Stop!'  

Hog Tie: Team with your Hard Limits Wrist and Ankle Cuffs to enable full-body restraint for total 
submission. Connect your partner's wrists and ankles either in front or behind their body, and enact 
your innermost desires.  

Greedy Girl G-Spot Rabbit Vibrator: Before first use, charge the vibrator by plugging the USB cable into 
a USB charging port for 120 minutes. A red light indicates it's charging and a green light means it's fully 
charged. Press down on the big button on the base to start vibrations in the shaft. Click again to explore 
the 3 speeds and 9 vibration patterns. Press down on the small button to start the vibrations in the 
rabbit ears. Click again to explore the 3 speeds. To turn off the vibrating ears or shaft, press and hold 
each button. Apply a generous amount of water-based lubricant for maximum enjoyment. Clean after 
use with a specialist toy cleaner.  

 


